
Presiding the Central Council Meeting, Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim: ISIS Is the
Enemy of the World and Paris Bombings Have Proved Our Warnings
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    Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim, head of the Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq, said that Paris

bombings have proved to the world that ISIS is the everyone’s enemy and the trueness of our

warnings against ISIS, this transboundary terrorist extremist thinking that will strike

anywhere, as soon as it has the chance, declaring that the world is facing a new challenge with

the support Iraq against this cancerous tumor.
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    This came in the central council meeting of the Martyr of the Niche presided by His

eminence in his office in Baghdad, on Monday November 16, 2015.
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His Eminence has treated with the attendees the economic situation in Iraq, calling to find

true economic processing able to diversify their sources of income, to end the fact of the

rentier state and to make vital, significant, comprehensive and balanced reforms that are

compatible with the law and the Constitution.
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Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim has praised the role played by the popular crowd in the liberation of

Iraqi areas of the ISIS and not least the liberation of Baiji and some of Ramadi areas, noting

that today the initiative has become in the hands of the Iraq, its forces and popular crowds,

and that victories will continue and will be accompanied by a political project and a

historical settlement able to advance Iraq .
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    Regarding the organizational affair, Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim highlighted the importance of

review and communication with people and the necessity to serve them with all available means,

calling to be prepared for the Arba’een of Imam Hussein and the service of his visitors and

convoys, in addition to taking precautions against the security breaches that terrorist may

resort to rehabilitate themselves after their losses in Baiji and the rest of Iraqi cities.


